Deep-cushion comfort in a sleek design? Yes! Nucleus has taken tech to a new level with a slim, streamlined, stylish seating collection that keeps you relaxed, focused and productive. Combining a modern and organic aesthetic with meticulously researched ergonomic support, Nucleus puts the science into seating. Pressure mapped seat contours. Supportive 4-Way Stretch mesh backs. Adjustable lumbar support. Nucleus is where cool and comfortable come together.

Comfort from the inside out.

Science, Meet Sophistication.
You might notice that Nucleus doesn’t look like your typical office chair. That’s because it’s not made like an ordinary chair. Marcus Koepke actually designed the seat like a hammock — there’s no seat pan, so you don’t have to worry about bottoming out. The seat foam is molded overtop a mesh covered frame, so when you sit in a Nucleus chair your weight is evenly distributed, resulting in a more responsive sit and increased comfort. Plus with an all-new, contemporary back and arm style by Deisig Design, Nucleus really has it all.
Get focused with the task chair. Stay flexible with pivot-back guest chairs. Reach new heights of collaboration with task stools. Whatever you need, Nucleus has you covered. Making work life a little better, every day.
Designers of Nucleus

Marcus Koepke
Marcus Curtis Design

Wolfgang Deisig & Nils Köhn
Deisig Design

Seat Controls

- Synchro-Tilt with Seat Slider
- Advanced Synchro-Tilt
- Weight-Activated with Seat Slider

Arms

- Height- and Width-Adjustable
- All-Adjustable (includes pivot)
- Fixed

Bases

- Standard – Designer White, Titanium, or Black
- Polished Aluminum

Adjustable Lumbar

Moves up and down to increase lower back comfort.

4-Way Stretch Mesh

- Black
- Fog
- Charcoal
- Brownstone
- Regatta
- Titanium
- Breeze

Frames/Arms/Bases

- Black
- Titanium
- Designer White

Casters

- Black
- Titanium

Adjustable Lumbar Colorway

- Black
- Titanium
- Designer White
- Bullseye
- Ember
- Iris
- Krypton
- Regatta

See HON Pricer for complete product information.
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